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Most difficult riddles ever
Image: shutterstock Yep, riddles can be real head-scratchers, but once you know the answer, the query makes sense. Some of these riddles are old standbys, while others you may have never heard of before. Either way, you'll have fun trying to solve them. Give it a go. Then challenge your friends. You may be surprised at how some people can
instantly spot the logic within the riddle while others can't. In ancient times, if you didn't get a riddle correct you might be thrown off a bridge by a troll, killed by a Spinx, or lose a princess's hand in marriage. Literature from across the ages and across the globe include riddles of all sorts. But one of the finest qualities of a riddle is that it can give us a
new perspective. Many times, it plays to our assumptions about the world as we know it. For instance, What has an eye but cannot see? The answer is a potato. It uses the less common definition of "eye" to broaden our thinking. Or how about riddles like this one that makes you examine and re-examine the question itself? Johnny’s mother had three
children. The first was named April and the second was named May. What was the name of the third child? Answer: Johnny. Now you're catching on. See how many riddles you can guess correctly by taking the quiz. TRIVIA Test Your Mental Mettle With These Ridiculous Riddles 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA How Much of a Logical Whiz Are You? 6
Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA MEDIUM Can You Get 11 of These Basic Brain Teasers? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can You Pass This Incredibly Difficult Logic Test? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can You Solve These Logic Problems? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Can You Answer These $200 “Jeopardy!” Questions? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Are You
Brainy Enough to Pass This Vocabulary Quiz? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA EASY Our Hardest Common Phrases Quiz 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can You Identify More Than 11 of These Cursive Letters? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Do You Know the Meanings of These Old-Timey Words? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs?
What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations about how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something
for everyone. Sometimes we explain how stuff works, other times, we ask you, but we’re always exploring in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week to your inbox. By clicking "Sign Up" you are agreeing to our privacy policy and confirming that you are
13 years old or over. Copyright © 2021 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company “Ajar,” which the Collins English Dictionary defines as “partly open,” may seem like a pretty straightforward word. However, its etymology is more complex The Oxford University Press explains that the word “ajar” derives from “on char.” “Char” is related to the
Old English word “cierran,” meaning “to turn.” However, this definition is now considered obsolete. The modern usage of “ajar” first appeared in 1786. However, it did not make its way into a dictionary until 1864, when C.A. F. Mahn updated Webster’s etymology and described ajar as a + jar. He stated that “jar” was a Dutch word meaning “a harsh
sound.” He also asserted that the word’s two accepted definitions, “a harsh sound” and “partly open,” were linked due to Shakespeare’s usage of “jar,” “a vibration of the pendulum of a clock.” However, Oxford University Press found that the second definition of “jar” — “to turn” — is closer to how we use the word ajar today. Puns and Wordplay The
“Door is Not a Door” riddle is an example of wordplay. Also called a pun, wordplay is typically used in books and everyday conversation to elicit humor. The Oxford Royale Academy says the foundation of puns and wordplay are homophones. Homophones are words that sound the same but are possibly spelled differently and have differing definitions.
Puns can be jokes. When they are not, we often note that there is “no pun intended.” Many jokes involve puns and wordplay. Here are some common examples from Literary Devices: Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana. The life of a patient of hypertension is always at steak. A horse is a very stable animal. History Behind Doors Doors
have a storied history that goes back thousands of years. While who exactly created the first door is unclear, historical accounts credit Heron of Alexandria with creating the first automatic door. A mathematician and engineer, Heron lived between 10 CE and 70 CE in Alexandria, Egypt. The University of St. Andrews says he created an automatic
temple door opener that was powered by heat and pneumatics. Heron is known as the great-grandfather of engineering. He also created a wind-powered organ, the first vending machine, and a steam-powered engine. Other Door Riddles The “door is not a door” riddle is not the only door-related brain teaser out there. In fact, there are many riddles
that involve doors. Here are some from Riddles and Answers: What has no hands but might knock on your door, and if it does you better open up? Opportunity I go through a door but never go in, and never come out. What am I? A keyhole What never asks questions but is always answered? A doorbell What takes many knocks but never cries? A door
A riddle (pronounced RI-del)is a type of verbal play, a question or observation deliberately worded in a puzzling manner and presented as a problem to be solved. Also Known As: enigma, adianoeta Etymology: From the Old English, "opinion, interpretation, riddle" "Young children love riddles. So do non-literate peoples. Riddles show up the playful
nature of language in an easily manageable form. They are the earliest examples of literature in Anglo-Saxon England. Here is riddle number 65 from the Anglo-Saxon Exeter Book manuscript: Quick, quite mum; I die notwithstanding.I lived once, I live again. Everybodylifts me, grips me, and chops off my head,bites my bare body, violates me.I never
bite a man unless he bites me;there are many men who bite me.The answer requires listeners to sift through their experience, matching up this riddle with some specific object from their experience--in this case, an onion." (Barry Sanders, A Is for Ox: Violence, Electronic Media, and the Silencing of the Written Word. Pantheon, 1994) Question: Why
do birds fly south? Answer: It's too far to walk. Question: What walks on four feet in the morning, two feet at noon, and three feet in the evening? Answer: A man (as infant, adult, and elder). (The riddle of the Sphinx in Oedipus the King by Sophocles) "When referring to his own struggles against the seemingly insoluble problem of South African
apartheid, Bishop Tutu quoted a favorite riddle: 'How do you eat an elephant? One bite at a time.'" (A. Colby and W. Damon, Some Do Care. Simon and Schuster, 1994) Why is a polka like beer? Because there are so many hops in it. What's a frank frank? A hot dog who gives his honest opinion. How do pigs write? With a pigpen. Why was the picture
sent to jail? Because it was framed. Why would a pelican make a good lawyer? Because he knows how to stretch his bill. "A riddle comes in the form of a snap joke, playing with similitude and incongruity in order to spark laughter; but enigma is a larger matter, and allied to the sacred. So at one end of the spectrum, riddles can be very feeble, silly or
smutty (‘What goes in hard and comes out soft? Answer: Macaroni’); at the other, they can be baffling, like the kennings of Anglo-Saxon poetry, some of which have still not been answered, or the mystery of the Eucharist or the Trinity. Like nonsense verse and nursery rhymes, they are as ancient as anything ever told, and they occur in every
culture." (Marina Warner, "Doubly Damned." London Review of Books, Feb. 8, 2007) "If the plain-speech advocates mistrusted tropes, how especially they must have mistrusted the trope of enigma. Far from being a trope of revelation, it now appeared as a trope of obfuscation, doubly damned. At the same time [in the 17th century], posing or writing
riddles gradually became a popular pastime in England and in France." (Eleanor Cook, Enigmas and Riddles in Literature. Cambridge Univ. Press, 2006) "There is an old riddle that children still tell among themselves. It goes, "What's clean when it's black and white when it's dirty?" The answer: A blackboard. On the surface the riddle seems innocent,
but it masks an awful truth: The reason the riddle works is that in this society black is synonymous with dirt, and white with cleanliness. Only by knowing this 'fact of life' can one appreciate the riddle. The contradiction is clear: Isn't it amazing that something that is black can actually be clean!? Obviously there are already powerful forces at work
convincing our children that by being Black they are less human than Whites." (Darlene Powell Hopson and Derek S. Hopson, Different and Wonderful: Raising Black Children in a Race-Conscious Society. Fireside, 1992) "[I]n naming something that does not have a proper name of its own, metaphor should be used, and [should] not be far-fetched but
taken from things that are related and of similar species, so that it is clear the term is related; for example, in the popular riddle [ainigma], 'I saw a man gluing bronze on another with fire,' the process has no [technical] name, but both are a kind of application; the application of the cupping instrument is thus called 'gluing.' From good riddling it is
generally possible to derive appropriate metaphors; for metaphors are made like riddles; thus, clearly, [a metaphor from a good riddle] is an apt transference of words" (Aristotle, Rhetoric, Book Three, Chapter 2. Translated by George A. Kennedy, Aristotle, On Rhetoric: A Theory of Civic Discourse. Oxford University Press, 1991) "In Children's
Riddling (1979), John H. McDowell defines the riddle as 'an interrogative ludic routine incorporating some form of contrived ambiguity' (88). Interrogative routines involve dynamics of power. McDowell explains that the riddler (the asker of the riddle) has 'final authority on the correct solution' but 'may not disavow a correct solution' (132). The riddle
'What's black and white and red all over?' has drawn such diverse responses as 'a newspaper,' 'an embarrassed zebra,' and 'a bleeding nun.' If the riddler wants to give the riddlee a hard time, he or she can keep the session going until the desired answer emerges." (Elizabeth Tucker, Children's Folklore: A Handbook. Greenwood, 2008)
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